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How to Act at the Theatre (when you’re not on stage)  

 
We recommend that you read through the following points so you get maximum entertainment value 
when you come along to one of Queensland Theatre Company’s productions. 
 
 

� Be in your seat five minutes before the show starts    
 
� Food and drinks are not permitted in the theatre 

 
� Be respectful to other audience members 

 
� TURN OFF all electrical devices before entering the theatre 

 
� Save note taking and discussion for AFTER the show 

 
� Feel free to laugh, cry and applaud   
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Synopsis 
 
 
Gifted playwright Roland Henning is trying to convince his skeptical therapist Nina that he doesn’t have 
writer’s block, it’s just that, well, he can’t write anymore ... 
 
With Nina’s help, Roland reluctantly recalls his primary school days in the outer-Sydney suburb of Como, 
and the extraordinary day that shattered his boyhood plunging him headlong into the dizzy circus of art 
and life. 
 
But as Roland remains adamant that he is beyond help and will never write again, personal tragedy 
threatens to permanently derail him.  
 
A chance discovery offers Roland a chance of salvation, but will he grasp it or slip back into old habits? 

 
 
Artist Team 
 
Lizzy Falkland  Nina/Julie Pearson/Miss Beverly/ 

Lynette McKenzie/Nanny 
Barbara Lowing  Mrs Walkham 
Daniel Mulvihill  Nick/Daniel/Alexander the Great/ 

Executioner/Young Boy 1 
Chris Pitman  Roland Henning 
Ed Wightman  Lawyer/Headmaster (Mr Devlin)/ 

Dr Maybloom/Steve Gooding/Tom/ 
Titus Oates/Young Boy 2/ 
Detective /Anton Chekov 

 
Geordie Brookman Director 
Melanie Wild  Assistant Director 
Jonathon Oxlade  Designer 
Nigel Levings  Lighting Designer 
Ben Hughes  Lighting Design Associate 
Brett Coll ery  Composer/Sound Designer 
Scott Witt  Movement Consultant/Fight Director 
Melissa Agnew  Voice/Accent Consultant 
 
Amy Forman  Stage Manager 
Shaun O’Rourke  Assistant Stage Manager 
Brendan Cooney   Queensland University of Technology 

Stage Management Secondment 
Jessica Ross  Queensland University of Technology 

Design Secondment 
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Curriculum Connections 
    
Toy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy Symphony    
by Michael Gowby Michael Gowby Michael Gowby Michael Gow    
9 November 9 November 9 November 9 November –––– 12 Decemb 12 Decemb 12 Decemb 12 Decemberererer    
 
Themes and Ideas 

� Self awareness 
� Sexuality 
� Being an individual 
� How art can transform one’s thinking and perceptions 
 

Performance and Dramatic Elements 
� Contemporary Australian Drama 
� Symbolism  
� Multiple characterisation 

 
Toy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy Symphony won both the 2008 Helpmann Award and 2007 Sydney Theatre Critics Award for Best New 
Australian Work. The story tumbles back and forth between Roland Henning’s childhood and his work as a 
playwright, as he tries to find answers in therapy for his fear of writing.  
 
R – 2 hrs 30 mins, including interval 
L – Course language 
V – Simulated violence 
S – Strong sexual references 
ELO – This play is suitable for Years 11 and 12 Drama and English students. It is a great resource for 
students studying contemporary texts or scripting their own stories. 
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About the Playwright – Michael Gow 
 

 
Michael Gow is both a director and playwright. In his 
current role as Artistic Director of Queensland Theatre 
Company, he has directed The School of Arts (co-production 
with QPAC), God of Carnage (co-production with Black 
Swan State Theatre Company), The Importance of Being 
Earnest, Anatomy Titus Fall of Rome: A Shakespeare 
Commentary (co-production with Bell Shakespeare), I Am 
My Own Wife, Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, John Gabriel 
Borkman, Private Fears in Public Places, Private Lives (co 
production with State Theatre Company of South Australia), 
Away (co-production with Griffin Theatre), Oedipus the 
King, The Venetian Twins (co-production with QPAC), The 
Cherry Orchard, The Real Inspector Hound, Black Comedy, 
Phedra, We Were Dancing, The Fortunes of Richard Mahony 
(co-production with Playbox), Cooking with Elvis, Bag O’ 
Marbles, The Tragedy of King Richard III (collaboration with 
Bell Shakespeare),The Tragedy of King Richard the Second, Buried Child, Dirt, Fred, Shopping & F$$$ing, 
Mrs Warren’s Profession, The Skin of Our Teeth and XPO – The Human Factor. Michael has also directed a 
number of productions with Sydney Theatre Company, where he was Associate Director from 1991 to 1993, 
Company B, Black Swan Theatre Company, Griffin Theatre Company, State Theatre Company of South 
Australia, Australian Theatre for Young People, Playbox, Opera Australia, Sydney Festival and Adelaide 
Festival. Michael’s writing credits for stage, screen and radio are extensive. His plays include the multi-
award winning plays Toy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy Symphony and Away, The Kid, On Top of The World, Europe, 1841, Furious, Sweet 
Phoebe, Live Acts on Stage and The Fortunes of Richard Mahony. He is also Chair of Playwriting Australia. 
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Some of Michael Gow’s Plays 
 
The Kid    was Michael’s first mainstage play. It premiered on the Belvoir St stage in 1983, produced by 
Nimrod. It tells the story of four desperate teenagers making their way to Sydney to collect a compensation 
payment after one of them was hit by a bus. Throughout the play, raging summer temperatures set the 
characters on edge, the promethean music of Wagner fights against a tinny portable stereo, and the city is 
ringed in an apocalyptic conflagration of bushfire.  
 
Away is one of the most performed Australian plays. Its first production was at the Stables in 1986. Three 
families in the 1960s head off on Christmas holidays, their frustrations and losses follow them, but when 
their paths cross they find a kind of ease in a beachside pageant. At the centre of the story is Tom, 
teenaged and sick with cancer. The play closes with a schoolkid reading King Lear’s line, ‘Whilst we, 
unburdened, crawl towards death.’  
 
Furious    premiered at Playbox, Melbourne, in 1991. It’s the story of a playwright cloyed by the pitfalls of his 
life and work – awards ceremonies, seminars to young hopefuls, his love for a schoolboy and the 
mysterious legacy of a deceased fan. The writer’s name in the play is Roland Henning.  
 
Sweet Phoebe    had its first production at Sydney Theatre Company in 1994 with Michael directing Colin 
Moody and Cate Blanchett as an aspirational young couple entrusted with the care of a friend’s dog. When 
the dog goes missing, their desperate search to find her nearly wrecks their lives. 
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Director’s Insight – Geordie Brookman 
 
    
Why did you want Why did you want Why did you want Why did you want to direct the play to direct the play to direct the play to direct the play Toy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy Symphony????    
 
I always love to work on new writing, particularly new Australian 
writing, so the opportunity to work on a new piece by one of the 
country's major playwrights was too good to pass up. The piece 
has a great fascination with language, how and why we use it, 
which is thematic territory I enjoy investigating. It also holds a 
huge amount of theatrical possibility, as a text it contains a fluid 
and transformable world stuffed with memory, imagining and 
stark realism. A gift for any director.  It is partially a play about 
why humans need to tell stories and our different ways of doing 
that, a piece of theatre that celebrates the theatre itself. 
 
    
Can you briefly takCan you briefly takCan you briefly takCan you briefly take us through an outline of your process when you are developing your concepts for a e us through an outline of your process when you are developing your concepts for a e us through an outline of your process when you are developing your concepts for a e us through an outline of your process when you are developing your concepts for a 
play as a director?play as a director?play as a director?play as a director?    
 
It tends to differ for every play, just as rehearsals always progress differently on every production you do. 
Generally I will begin by identifying what I feel are the central themes (or discourses or spines) of the play 
and then start to look at ways to illuminate them. From here I'll start to work on a physical landscape in 
which all of the action can not only take place, but resonate with extra force. This happens in collaboration 
with the designer (on this production Jonathon Oxlade). From there it is all about detail, essentially taking 
the text apart by analysing it and putting it back together again, getting to know it inside out. 
 
Amongst all of this is a lot of dreaming and thinking time, generally a few specific images will turn up that 
form the starting point for how i want a piece to move and look. 
 
    
What challenges have you faced during the rehearsal process and how have you overcome them?What challenges have you faced during the rehearsal process and how have you overcome them?What challenges have you faced during the rehearsal process and how have you overcome them?What challenges have you faced during the rehearsal process and how have you overcome them?    
 
One of the big challenges in Toy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy Symphony is its high scene count. There are 15 scenes in the first act 
alone. This means a lot of transitions and requires the invention of many different worlds in quick 
succession. I was interested in the play moving in a very fluid, almost breakneck way, trying to do away 
with traditional scene changes. In effect the set became like a memory box for Roland where different 
moments from his life would drift in and out at great speed. A flexible set and very transformable actors 
helped to overcome this particular challenge. 
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    Actor’s Insight – Chris Pitman    
    
What attracts you to the character of Roland Henning?What attracts you to the character of Roland Henning?What attracts you to the character of Roland Henning?What attracts you to the character of Roland Henning?    
    
I was attracted to the psychological depth of the character. Also 
the emotional range that he displays. He falls to the depth of 
despair, then understands the redemption of a gift at the ‘last 
gaps.’ 
    
    
What is the process as an actor , when preparing a character for What is the process as an actor , when preparing a character for What is the process as an actor , when preparing a character for What is the process as an actor , when preparing a character for 
performance?performance?performance?performance?    
 
I essentially do no more than read the script over and over until 
I’ve learnt the lines and have an idea of the emotional arc. I 
maybe read it 60 or more times. Other than that I turn up at to 
rehearsals and try to be present. I never learn lines out lout or 
do any other kind of work outside the rehearsal room. 
 
    
What challenges have you faced duWhat challenges have you faced duWhat challenges have you faced duWhat challenges have you faced during the rehearsal process and how have you overcome them?ring the rehearsal process and how have you overcome them?ring the rehearsal process and how have you overcome them?ring the rehearsal process and how have you overcome them?    
 
The sheer magnitude of lines to learn in 4 weeks has been a challenge. Finding the right level of childish 
energy to portray Roland as an eleven year old has been challenging. I didn’t want to play him as a kid but 
instead do enough to convey him as a child. Finding the right balance has been a matter of trial and error. 
Also, I have had to slip from adult to child from scene to scene, without costume change. The first act really 
tells two stories. One as adult Roland and the other as his eleven year old self. Flipping between states and 
picking up the different emotional journeys has been challenging. I have had to practice snapping from one 
emotional state to another. Eventually I hope it looks smooth. 
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Actor’s Insight – Barbara Lowing    
 
What attracts you to the character of Mrs Walkham?What attracts you to the character of Mrs Walkham?What attracts you to the character of Mrs Walkham?What attracts you to the character of Mrs Walkham?    
 
Her calm, warm demeanor. Her quiet confidence and her love and 
respect for her students. 
 
 
What is your process as an actor, when prepaWhat is your process as an actor, when prepaWhat is your process as an actor, when prepaWhat is your process as an actor, when preparing a character for ring a character for ring a character for ring a character for 
performance?performance?performance?performance?    
    
I study everything that I possibly can about the character; their 
world externally and internally, where they live, their surrounds, 
the music of their world, fashion and then into the inside… What is 
their conflict? 
 
    
WhWhWhWhat challenges have you faced during the rehearsal process and how have you overcome them?at challenges have you faced during the rehearsal process and how have you overcome them?at challenges have you faced during the rehearsal process and how have you overcome them?at challenges have you faced during the rehearsal process and how have you overcome them?    
 
Developing monologues is a tricky thing. Performing a monologue of just information can fill you with fear 
and there is a great ‘want’ to make it interesting. The biggest challenge has been trusting the words and 
myself. 
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 Post-performance Discussion Questions 
    

� What do you think Toy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy Symphony is about? Do you relate to it? If so, how? 
 
� How would you describe Roland’s emotional state at the beginning of the play? What does he 

discover during the course of the play?  
 

� Which characters in the play force Roland to extend himself? How does he change as a result of 
their influence?  

 
� What do you think is the significance of the scene in which Mrs Walkham presents a series of 

overhead slides about the history of the Sutherland Shire? Why do you think the playwright, 
Michael Gow, included this scene in the play?  

 
� What is the effect of adult actors playing children in Toy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy Symphony? Were the portrayals 

convincing? Why or why not?  
 

� How would you describe the performance style of the characters from Roland’s imagination? Are 
they played in a naturalistic or a non-naturalistic manner? What might be the reason for this 
choice? 

 

 
Websites of Interest 
 
http://www.smh.com.au/news/arts/work-rest-play/2007/11/02/1193619119433.html — Sydney Morning 
Herald Article, Work Rest Play 
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Blocked: Why do writers stop writing? 
by Joan Acocellaby Joan Acocellaby Joan Acocellaby Joan Acocella    
 
“Yesterday was my Birthday,” Coleridge wrote in his notebook in 1804, when he was 32. “So completely 
has a whole year passed, with scarcely the fruits of a month.—O Sorrow and Shame. . . . I have done 
nothing!” It was true. Most of the poems for which he is remembered were written when he was in his mid 
twenties. After that, any ambitious writing project inspired in him what he called “an indefinite 
indescribable Terror,” and he wasted much of the rest of his life on opium addiction. How could he have 
done this? Why didn’t he pull himself together? A friend asked him the same question. “You bid me rouse 
myself,” he replied. “Go, bid a man paralytic in both arms rub them briskly together, and that will cure him. 
Alas! (he would reply) that I cannot move my arms is my complaint.”  
 
Coleridge is one of the first known cases of what we call writer’s block. Sometimes, ‘block’ means 
complete shutdown: the writer stops writing, or stops producing anything that seems to him worth 
publishing. In other cases, he simply stops writing what he wants to write. He may manage other kinds of 
writing, but not the kind he sees as his vocation. (Coleridge turned out a great deal of journalism and 
literary criticism in his later years, but he still saw himself as disabled, because he wasn’t writing serious 
poetry.) Writer’s block is a modern notion. Writers have probably suffered over their work ever since they 
first started signing it, but it was not until the early nineteenth century that creative inhibition became an 
actual issue in literature, something people took into account when they talked about the art. That was 
partly because, around this time, the conception of the art changed. Before, writers regarded what they did 
as a rational, purposeful activity, which they controlled. By contrast, the early Romantics came to see 
poetry as something externally, and magically, conferred. In Shelley’s words, “A man cannot say, ‘I will 
compose poetry.’ ” Poetry was the product of “some invisible influence, like an inconstant wind,” which 
more or less blew the material into the poet, and he just had to wait for this to happen. In terms of getting 
up in the morning and sitting down to work, a crueller theory can hardly be imagined, and a number of the 
major Romantic poets showed its effects. Wordsworth, like Coleridge, produced his best poetry early on, in 
about ten years. Poets, in their youth, “begin in gladness,” he wrote, when he was in his thirties, in 
Resolution and Independence. “But thereof come in the end despondency and madness.”  
 
After the English Romantics, the next group of writers known for not writing were the French Symbolists. 
Mallarmé, “the Hamlet of writing,” as Roland Barthes called him, published some 60 poems in 36 years. 
Rimbaud, notoriously, gave up poetry at the age of 19. In the next generation, Paul Valéry wrote some 
poetry and prose in his early twenties and then took 20 years off, to study his mental processes. Under 
prodding from friends, he finally returned to publishing verse and in six years produced the three thin 
volumes that secured his fame. Then he gave up again. These fastidious Frenchmen, when they described 
the difficulties of writing, did not talk, like Wordsworth and Coleridge, about a metaphysical problem, or 
even a psychological problem. To them, the problem was with language: how to get past its vague, cliché-
crammed character and arrive at the actual nature of experience. They needed a scalpel, they felt, and they 
were given a mallet. 
 
It is curious to see this writing inhibition arise in the 19th Century, for many of the writers of that century, 
or at least the novelists, were monsters of productivity. Scott, Balzac, Hugo, Dickens, Trollope: these men 
published as if they couldn’t stop, and they were proud of it. Every day for years, Trollope reported in his 
autobiography, he woke in darkness and wrote from 5:30 am to 8:30 am, with his watch in front of him. He 
required of himself two hundred and fifty words every quarter of an hour. If he finished one novel before 
eight-thirty, he took out a fresh piece of paper and started the next. The writing session was followed, for a 
long stretch of time, by a day job with the postal service. Plus, he said, he always hunted at least twice a 
week.  
 
Under this regimen, he produced 49 novels in 35 years. Having prospered so well, he urged his method on 
all writers: “Let their work be to them as is his common work to the common labourer. No gigantic efforts 
will then be necessary. He need tie no wet towels round his brow, nor sit for 36 at his desk without 
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moving,—as men have sat, or said that they have sat.” Had this advice been given in 1850, it might have 
been gratefully accepted. But Trollope’s autobiography was published in 1883, the year after his death. By 
that time, romantic notions about writing had filtered down to the public. Many readers now believed that 
literature was something produced by fine-minded, unhappy people who did not hunt, and to this audience 
Trollope’s recommendations seemed clear evidence of shallowness. Trollope was later rehabilitated, but 
still today there is a prejudice against prolific writers. 
 
The period immediately following World War II saw the convergence of two forces. One was a sudden rise 
in the prestige of psychoanalysis. The second was a tremendous surge in ambition on the part of American 
artists—a lot of talk about the Great American Novel and hitting the ball out of the park. Some of those 
hopes were fulfilled. The 50s were a thrilling decade in American literature (Norman Mailer, Saul Bellow, 
Ralph Ellison, Eugene O’Neill and Tennessee Williams). But, as the bar rose, so did everyone’s anxiety, and 
the doctor was called. Many, many writers went into psychoanalysis in those years, and they began writing 
about the relationship of art and neurosis. Early on, in 1941, came Edmund Wilson’s book The Wound and 
the Bow, which reinvoked the ancient Greek formula of the mad genius. After discussing the psychological 
harm suffered in childhood by Dickens, Kipling, and others, Wilson concluded that “genius and disease, 
like strength and mutilation, may be inextricably bound up together”. In 1947, Partisan Review printed an 
essay, Writers and Madness, by one of its editors, William Barrett, claiming that the modern writer was by 
definition an “estranged neurotic,” because the difficulty of being authentic in a false-faced world forced 
him to go deeper and deeper into the unconscious, thus pushing him toward madness: “The game is to go 
as close as possible without crossing over.” Many did cross over, he added darkly.  
 
Long before the 50s—indeed, starting with Freud’s 1910 book on Leonardo da Vinci—psychoanalysts were 
pondering creative block, and what they saw there, as elsewhere, was unconscious conflict. According to 
this line of thought, the artist trawls his unconscious for his material, but every now and then, in that dark 
estuary, he encounters something so frightening to him that he simply comes to a halt, and no one ever 
knows why.  
 
With so many ordinary facts lurking behind its impressive name, writer’s block may come to seem just that, 
a name, and names can be dangerous. The philosopher Ian Hacking has written about the problem of 
‘dynamic nominalism,’ meaning that once you invent a category—as, for example, the category of 
‘homosexual’ seems to have been invented in the late 19th Century—people will sort themselves into it, 
behave according to the description, and thus contrive new ways of being. Possibly, some writers become 
blocked simply because the concept exists, and invoking it is easier for them than writing. Some may also 
find it a more interesting complaint to bring to a psychoanalyst than garden-variety inertia. (One analyst, 
Donald Kaplan, has written that analysis may in fact not be good for blocked writers. They use it, he says, 
as a further ground for procrastination. “First I’ll finish the analysis,” they say, “then I’ll tackle the book.”) 
But for most writers the danger of ‘block’ is that it gives them something to scare themselves with. They 
are a superstitious lot anyway. Alice Flaherty, in The Midnight Disease, tells the story of a novelist who, at 
a literary dinner party, brought up the subject of block. Later, she got angry phone calls from several of the 
other guests, telling her that her thoughtless remark left them unable to write for days.  
 
They have reason to be jumpy, though. Writing is a nerve-flaying job. First of all, what the Symbolists said 
is true: clichés come to the mind much more readily than anything fresh or exact. To hack one’s way past 
them requires a huge, bleeding effort. Apart from the effort, there is the self-exposure. Anxiety over self-
revelation was probably not as common in the old days, when the exposure was channelled through 
conventional forms (ode, sonnet) that masked the writer’s identity to some extent. In former times, too, art 
forthrightly answered the audience’s emotional needs: tell me a story, sing me a song. Modernism, in 
refusing to do that duty, may have a lot to answer for in the development of artistic neurosis. If art wasn’t 
going to address the audience’s basic needs, then presumably it was doing something finer, more 
mysterious— something, in other words, that could put the artist into a sweat. Art-making should be a nice 
job, yet somehow, for many people, it’s not. 
 
Extracts originally published in The New Yorker, 14 June 2004. 
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Writing for Theatre 
 
In Toy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy Symphony, Roland and Daniel discuss why they love the theatre over other art forms: “it’s the live 
thing… it’s sharing some experience… the connection with the audience.” We asked some of Australia’s 
most prolific playwrights what they love about the theatre and why they choose to write for theatre in 
preference to other media such as film and television. 
 
    
Hilary BellHilary BellHilary BellHilary Bell    
(Wolf Lullaby, Perfect Stranger) 
 
There’s a two-way relationship between theatre as a form, and the stories I’m drawn to tell. Theatre is at its 
best when it demands the participation of the audience’s imagination; the stories that interest me are 
usually of a heightened nature. I love playing with time and space; I respond to theatre’s human scale. And 
I love theatre’s economy: two chairs can become an ocean liner, three actors an army. 
 
It’s a truism that in terms of dramatic writing, theatre is the writer’s medium, greater respect being 
accorded to the play-script than the screenplay. But it’s also the medium of ideas. That’s not to say that 
film and television don’t wrangle with complex questions, but they depend on stories primarily driven by 
character and plot. Theatre, on the other hand, deals in metaphor. At its best, it resonates on every level of 
one’s being. Part of this is due to the fact that it is a live, present experience, and that an audience is a 
necessary part of that experience. 
 
There’s also the aspect of the fixed nature of TV and film, versus the fluid nature of theatre. Once a 
screenplay is shot, it’s as it is forever. Plays can be radically reinterpreted by different artists, according to 
time, place and conditions. For a playwright, this is very exciting and gratifying. And then of course, there’s 
the fabulous wealth! 
 
    
Angela BetzieAngela BetzieAngela BetzieAngela Betziennnn    
(Hoods, Children of the Black Skirt) 
 
I love the fact that theatre can be created with an actor, an audience and an empty space. It is perhaps the 
only storytelling medium that will survive an apocalypse. 
 
I love theatre because it is a reminder of our childhoods, when we would create strange new worlds with 
our wild imaginations and a few cardboard boxes. 
 
    
Stephen CarletonStephen CarletonStephen CarletonStephen Carleton    
(Constance Drinkwater and the Final 
Days of Somerset,The Narcissist) 
 
Theatre can appear to give us a world we think we know, and then the writer has carte blanche to distort, 
stretch, embellish, heighten or manipulate the ‘real’ to the point of meaninglessness. Theatre for me has 
truth at its core but the writer has permission to use language, bodies, lights, silence, darkness and sound 
to deliver truth as fabulously as she or he wants. 
 
    
Patricia CorneliusPatricia CorneliusPatricia CorneliusPatricia Cornelius    
(Love, Do Not Go Gentle…) 
 
Theatre can cause the most delicious and immediate offence. 
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Michael GowMichael GowMichael GowMichael Gow 
(Away, Toy Symphony) 
 
Theatre has been around for as long as there have been people to perform it. It is one of the earliest 
storytelling devices in existence and it will continue to survive long after technological mediums have 
disappeared. 
 
    
Adam GrossettiAdam GrossettiAdam GrossettiAdam Grossetti    
(Mano Nera, The August Moon) 
 
Theatre is an inventive force. Inventing itself from the moment an idea sparks to the moment the set is 
pulled down... what attracts me to writing for the theatre is being coaxed along by the story...it tells me 
where it’s going and what it’s going to be. Theatre begins and ends with the imagination and it invites 
those who come along to open their mind in a way that television often does not. When writing for 
television you’re often filling the space between commercials and appealing to an audience whose 
expectations are frighteningly low. I return to writing for theatre because one can be inventive, daring, 
instinctive, risk-taking, challenging...I love theatre that makes an audience squirm. Its themes may have hit 
a chord with them, or simply been entertaining. It may have, heaven forbid, challenged their concept of 
what theatre is, or it may have offended and disgusted them, which is terrifically fun to do too. Writing for 
theatre is like watching our dreams played out in a space where imagination finds voice, flesh and blood. 
The experience is like life, fleeting and unpredictable. So, get in there and clap your bloody hands!!!! 
    

    
Suzie MillerSuzie MillerSuzie MillerSuzie Miller    
(Cross Sections, Reasonable Doubt) 
 
I write for theatre because theatre is an aural and physical landscape that plays with ideas. A playwright 
works those concepts, ideas and characters into a narrative and a form that creates a unique art form that 
requires the artists and the audience to suspend their disbelief, to journey together and to be challenged 
on a variety of levels and senses. 
 
Edward Albee told us that ‘you can take a blind person to the theatre but not a deaf one, you can take a 
deaf person to a film but not a blind one’ - the theatre is an aural and physical experience, a sense of music 
in language and a merging of music and physicality - this is a strong reason I am drawn to theatre, this 
valuing of language as a live art form. Theatre is an artistic collaboration in a created world that is 
viscerally alive - real flesh and blood playing out characters on stage, spilling words like musical notes. 
Writing for theatre is addictive, intoxicating, and represents for me, like no other art form, a unification of 
something vulnerable and human, wild and soulful, conceptual and earthy, 
 
    
Ross MuellerRoss MuellerRoss MuellerRoss Mueller    
(Concussion, Construction of the 
Human Heart) 
 
Theatre needs a group of people to concentrate for it to work. Actors, crew and audience. Everybody has to 
play their part and this communal investment makes theatre an inescapably human experience. A good 
laugh in the theatre is worth ten in the cinema. We share what it is to be human, and we celebrate being 
alive! 
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Joanna MurrayJoanna MurrayJoanna MurrayJoanna Murray----SmithSmithSmithSmith    
(Female of the Species, Ninety) 
 
One of the great advantages theatre has for a writer who is also a mother is the speed with which you can 
write. When I write a novel, the density of having to be descriptive as well as the narrator, as well as the 
dialogue writer means the process is much slower -- only you can create that entire world. If I have a great 
creative buzz going on, I know I can write the first draft of a new play in two weeks, even if it takes me two 
years to refine it -- because the production itself is going to fill in the world. As an artist I find the instant 
gratification of theatrical writing keeps the adrenalin up. Similarly, experiencing what you invent in a room 
full of living breathing audience-goers teaches you much more about yourself and your writing and the 
leap from a single imagination to a collective one than any other form. I don’t think it’s the same sitting in a 
cinema. It’s the combination of your own live presence, the presence of your living interpreters and the 
presence of your living audience that makes you giddy with excitement and the will to do better. 
 
Tommy MurphyTommy MurphyTommy MurphyTommy Murphy    
(Holding the Man, Saturn’s Return) 
 
Now is a time for theatre to thrive. Yes, technology is enticing us to stay at home or in our own heads. But 
humankind can’t live on plasma and earphones alone. Theatre is necessarily collaborative and unavoidably 
a community experience. That’s why I’m hooked, hooked on the connection with a community as well as 
the exhilarating terror of sitting in an audience to hear the immediate and inescapable judgment of the 
work. The failures as much as the success thrill me in this dangerous job. 
 
Debra OswaldDebra OswaldDebra OswaldDebra Oswald    
(The Peach Season, Mr Bailey’s Minder) 
 
I love storytelling in many forms but being part of a breathing (hopefully) audience in a theatre with live 
actors sweating a few feet away from me can have a special intensity and feeling of a shared ritual. For all 
the frustrations playwrights face, we have the chance to witness people responding to our work in front of 
us and that can be wonderful. 
 
Hannie RaysonHannie RaysonHannie RaysonHannie Rayson    
(Hotel Sorrento, Life After George) 
 
I write for theatre because I love talk. I am interested primarily in what people say, what they don’t say and 
the precise way they say it or avoid saying it. I’ve realised it is no coincidence that I am married to an ABC 
broadcaster. I write for film and TV too but my characters always talk too much. Producers prefer 
characters to stare out the window (meaningfully) rather than speak. I find this frustrating as my 
characters have always got much to say. 
 
I am not garrulous myself nor am I particularly opinionated and I don’t like conflict so in many ways I am 
not psychologically predisposed to being a dramatist. What I am good at is listening and creating 
opportunities to get to know people who are not in the least bit like me. 
 
Secondly, theatre people, by and large respect writers. In television, they forget to invite you to the after 
party. 
 
Stephen SewellStephen SewellStephen SewellStephen Sewell    
(The Blind Giant is Dancing, Hate) 
 
Theatre is the freest medium - politically and aesthetically – within which to write. It is also, because it is 
live, practically the only performance art that will survive the devastation of the internet. 
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Theatre is firmly located in the vicissitudes of the real and so, just as it is rather boring watching a CGI 
enhanced film of a man walking a highwire, compared to watching the real thing, so too it is much more 
thrilling watching a great actor act in the moment of the potential trainwreck of theatre, compared to the 
safe predictability of other, recorded, art forms. 
    
David WilliamsonDavid WilliamsonDavid WilliamsonDavid Williamson    
(The Removalists, Don’s Party, 
Travelling North, Let the Sunshine) 
 
I like writing for the theatre because I enjoy the chance it gives me to use dialogue to explore character. 
The way people use language to express themselves and to manipulate other people and often to deceive 
themselves, has been an enduring fascination of mine. On stage you can orchestrate a number of 
characters who are equally important to the story, and while you still need a strong narrative, you are not 
as constricted to follow the “journey” of just one main character as is the case so often in film. The 
Academy Awards enshrine this characteristic of film when they award best actress and best supporting 
actress. In a Chekhov play such as The Cherry Orchard you can have an ensemble of equally important 
characters who tell a complex story of human needs and frustrations. In short, film is more narrative driven 
and stage more character driven and the ability to explore character at greater depth than is usually 
possible in film keeps me wanting to write stage drama. 
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Plays about Writing 
 
The reasons writers write are as wide-ranging as is their subject matter. But an enduringly popular subject 
for playwrights appears to be that of putting on stage characters who write. Perhaps this trend springs 
from the playwrights’ desire to know themselves more deeply, or from a belief in writing from what-you-
know; perhaps it’s borne from a need to analyse and explore the very act of creation in which they 
themselves are engaged. Toy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy Symphony is but one work in this fine and ongoing tradition of playwriting. 
Some other plays that spring to mind in this line include: 
 
 
Good night Desdemona, Good morning Juliette (Anne-Marie Macdonald) 
 
Six Characters in Search of an Author (Luigi Pirandello)  
 
A White Sports Coat (Tess Lyssiotis) 
 
Blue Murder (Beatrix Christian) 
 
Wonderlands (Katharine Thomson) 
 
Arcadia (Tom Stoppard) 
 
Speed the Plough (David Mamet) 
 
A Life in the Theatre (David Mamet) 
 
Furious (Michael Gow) 
 
The City (Martin Crimp) 
 
The Pillowman (Martin McDonagh) 
 
Hotel Sorrento (Hannie Rayson) 
 
Scenes from a Separation (Hannie Rayson and Andrew Bovell) 
 
The Real Thing (Tom Stoppard) 
 
The Ghost Writer (Ross Mueller) 
 
The Gift of the Gorgon (Peter Shaffer) 
 
Bronte (Polly Teale) 
 
Emerald City (David Williamson) 
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Script Excerpt   
    
The writer Roland Henning finds himself in the consulting room of a therapist, Nina. The writer Roland Henning finds himself in the consulting room of a therapist, Nina. The writer Roland Henning finds himself in the consulting room of a therapist, Nina. The writer Roland Henning finds himself in the consulting room of a therapist, Nina.     
 
NINA   What I’m interested in is clarity, in a better understanding of whatever we’re afraid of-  
 
ROLAND   Yes, uh-huh-  
 
NINA   -what it is that’s stopping us doing what it is we want to do-  
 
ROLAND  Uh-huh, yes.  
 
NINA   -identifying thinking or behaviour that is clearly negative, destructive-  
 
ROLAND  Uh-huh, right, clarity, yes.  
    
NINA   So that we know it better, the fear, the pressure-  
 
ROLAND  Okay look, I can’t write. Save a lot of time, straight to it, can’t write. That’s pretty clear, 

don’t you think?  
 
NINA  Roland, we know you can write. There’s a body of work, you have a reputation. But, well, 

this is interesting, this is what I’m talking about. For some reason, you currently believe, 
for whatever reason, you believe can’t write.  

 
ROLAND  Uh huh.  
 
NINA  And it’s that kind of thinking that might be a good place to start. Anyone dealing with a 

creative block can start to look at-  
    
ROLAND  No. No. This isn’t writer’s… thing, no.  
 
NINA   Writer’s…?  
 
ROLAND  You know.  
 
NINA   Writer’s… ?  
 
ROLAND  I don’t have… it’s not that. Let’s just get that-  
 
NINA   You mean writer’s block?  
 
ROLAND  There you are, you see.  
 
NINA  I didn’t actually use that term.  
 
ROLAND  Maybe not, not out loud but it’s still there, underneath. See Dr… ?  
 
NINA   Nina.  
 
ROLAND  Nina, if this is going to work, if, and I really don’t, I’m not sure, really, if there’s any point 

and this isn’t you, no, I have the greatest, I’m sure you’re terrific, you’re the one who’s 
read The Interpretation of Dreams or you saw your grandfather naked when you were six 
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and you have devoted your life to understanding the effect that had, I see that, but let me 
be perfectly clear I do not have Writer’s…  

 
NINA  Writer’s…  
 
ROLAND  I told you.  
 
NINA   Writer’s… ?  
 
ROLAND  Okay, uh huh. This is a technique, getting me to admit I have a problem, and then if I 

admit it then I have it. But I told you. I don’t have writer’s… block, there I said it.  
 
NINA   Roland, I didn’t say you did.  
 
ROLAND  Not out loud you didn’t but it’s there anyway, waiting to be… isn’t it? And I mean writer’s… 

thing, I mean it’s such a meaningless term anyway, a Hollywood fiction, a monumental 
cliché and if that’s how you’re going to, if you think that’s how you’re going to whatever it 
is you intend doing or attempting, by removing this… block, as if, as if there’s this there’s 
this river, that comes bubbling up from the deep, way down in the Permian layers, 
thrusting up through the ancient strata, forced up by the internal forces, pressures, and it 
spills out, it bursts out into the dazzling light on the slopes of some painfully clear, bright 
mountainside and runs down this upper slope, this high country all clean and clear and 
sparkling like a Norsca ad, pure inspiration running over stones, through rapids, until it 
reaches the tree line. Then, there, it starts to wander through dank forests, spilling over 
mossy rocks and forming still, deep pools full of incredibly clear sighted fish and 
visionary yabbies, carving out ravines all verdurous and gloomy with the slowly forming 
thoughts, just inklings of works of art. And then our river reaches the edge of the 
mountain ridge and now it plunges out of this high country, roaring over cliffs, cataracts, 
thundering over the edge of the falls, down into conscious valleys, deep chasms of 
impulse and first ideas, flowing on through steep gorges and wild, white water, churning 
up basic structures. It’s violent and dangerous but finally it begins to slow down because 
it’s reached the plains where there’s habitation, creative cities full of neo classical 
libraries and museums with all the previous works and commentaries and interpretations 
on show so they can be admired, where you can find inspiration and study whatever you 
need to build your own work. And after the city, it flows even more slowly so the happy 
peasants can draw the water from the river in their intricate, ancient watering devices to 
nourish the fields where the new works have been sown and where they start to grow. 
And then, at last, the river reaches the delta and splits into a dozen different tributaries 
and the mud is incredibly fertile and masterpieces spring up almost without anyone 
having to do any work and then our weary river winds safely out into the vast ocean, 
stately, grand, with loud Beethoven playing, out to where leviathan lives, brooding at the 
bottom, sending up the simplest, grandest thoughts to keep the ocean busy. And then the 
sun draws up the water and fat clouds form, thundering with thought so basic it’s before 
thought, chthonic thunderheads. And the clouds drift towards the mountains and get 
snagged and it rains and the water tumbles down through fissures deep into the earth 
and it all starts over again and again and again and suddenly. Across our river- bang. 
Warragamba Dam. And the flow is stopped. It’s blocked. By a block, the river is blocked 
by whatever; impotence, fear of failure, fear of success, fear of death, illness, whatever. 
And I struggle helplessly with that, until you come along, with the psycho-cavalry and you 
help me work it through until one day, through persistence and “I will not be defeated” 
and “I am a valuable person” and I don’t know, the workings of grace, you fly in like 
dambusters and drop your bouncing therapeutic bomb and it explodes and the wall 
collapses and water pours out and floods the towns downstream, and everything gets 
washed away and cleared away and swept away and new levels of fertile mud are 
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deposited and the river is flowing again. And. I’m saved. Now. If that’s how you, if that’s 
what I’m paying a hundred and forty dollars an hour for well… you know. I don’t think…  

 
He breaks down.  
 
NINA   Roland, do you need-  
 
She hands him a box of tissues, he snaps out of it.  
 
ROLAND  I’m fine, I faked that, it’s easy to do, been around actors long enough, so breaking down, 

the sobbing confession or the really sad moment in my past that’s caused this isn’t going 
to happen either, so there’s no point… I won’t be… okay? And don’t expect me to imagine 
myself as a ten year old either, I’m not doing that, don’t buy that for a minute, talk to my 
ten year old self, or relive teenage traumas so they lose their power, uh-uh, uh-uh. Is that 
all… all of that, you know, clear? It’s not me, that’s all. Not me.  

 
Pause.  
 
NINA   So why are you here?  
 
ROLAND  A friend thought I should come and see you. This friend is worried, he’s really worried, 

he’s always worried about me, he’s great, his name’s Jake, he’s my best, and he worries 
and he’s thinking of moving to New York so he worries even more, so he said he thought 
it would be a good idea to see someone like you.  

 
NINA   But you made the decision to see me.  
 
ROLAND  Well yes, but Jake you see, well he’s feeling guilty you see, he feels a little responsible for 

some of what’s been happening. He introduced me to this woman who was babysitting a 
dog that belonged to friends of hers. She’s a friend, was a friend of Jake’s. The dog went 
missing, ran away, got stolen and she went crazy trying to find it again. She told me about 
what happened and then I wrote a play about it, which is where you might say this started 
this, lack of… me not…  

NINA But Roland, you made the appointment, so no matter how guilty your friend was feeling, 
no matter how worried, you made the call-  

 
ROLAND  Uh-huh-  
 
NINA  -there was a desire, a need on your part, to come here. You’ve decided you can’t write, 

then you tell me what you don’t want, what you’re not going to do, make fun of what I’m 
trying to get started. Then you tell me you’re only here to make someone else feel better. 
I don’t know why you’re here. You may as well pay yourself a hundred and forty dollars an 
hour and stay home as far as I can see.  

 
ROLAND  That’s probably very true, I thought it would be a mistake, but Jake kept at me-  
 
NINA  So what, you have no control over your friend’s concerns? He worries, you react? That 

might be an interesting place to start any kind of work- 
 
ROLAND  He’s my friend, it matters, what he thinks matters, maybe you don’t have anyone to worry 

about you, you’ve sorted every one out in your life.  
 
NINA  Oh I have someone to worry about me. And I can also be honest about the things that 

concern me. Sorry, but I’m not going to sit here and get boxed into some personal view 
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you have about me and my kind. Before we even start. How can I proceed if that’s where 
we start from? You must want to be here, you must want to address something, but so far, 
I have no idea. You have an advantage over a lot of the people I see. Most of them can’t 
put a few words together that gives even the vaguest sense of what they think, feel. I’d 
say you have language in your grip and that’s wonderful. But you also use your command 
of language to hide, to avoid. You’re here for some reason, even if you don’t want to 
admit what it is. You want something badly. So badly you’re prepared to do anything, 
even something you think is as ridiculous as coming here. Yes?  

 
ROLAND  Well…  
 
NINA  You’re in trouble, Roland. You’re clearly in denial about something, if that’s not sounding 

too much like a cliché shrink talking. Denial. About your work, your life, something. You’re 
in trouble. I know you’re in trouble because… I’ll just say it, come out and say it. What’s 
your drug of choice, Roland? There’s a slight glassiness, there’s irritability, as well as the 
words, this torrent, this wall of words. You’re hiding from something, that’s what any 
substance abuse is about-  

 
ROLAND  Okay okay-  
 
NINA But if we’re going to start any kind of work, we have to start with where you are right now. 

Before we start to even think about writing. So, what? I assume some amphetamine, or 
coke is it?  

 
Silence.  
 

At this point, at any point, you can leave. You can get up and leave, angry at my 
presumption, every right. Or. We could start. Talking.  

 
Silence.  
 
ROLAND  Okay.  
 
NINA   Yes?  
 
Pause.  
 
ROLAND  So have you read The Interpretation of Dreams?  
 
NINA   As a matter of fact Roland, I have.  
 
ROLAND  Okay. Good. That’s something.  
 
Pause.  
 

That’s a start. 
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Classroom Activity 
 
RESPONDING, FORMING AND PRESENTINGRESPONDING, FORMING AND PRESENTINGRESPONDING, FORMING AND PRESENTINGRESPONDING, FORMING AND PRESENTING    
 
Ask students to identify an incident from their childhood they remember well. 
 
Ask the following questions: 
 

• Why do you remember this incident so clearly? 
• Do you remember this incident affecting your perceptions and the way you see the world? If 

so how? 
 
� In small groups students describe the incident in as much detail as possible 
� The group then chooses one story to work on for the rest of the activity 
� The group is then to imropvise the story in front of the whole class, without direction from the 

individual who told the story 
� The person who told the story in the beginning then directs and changes the improvisation according 

to their memory of the event 
� The groups present these pieces to the class 
� Discuss as a class the differences and changes between the two scenes that they witnessed from the 

same group and how the memory was presented stylistically 
 
 

Suggested Assessment 
 

  
RESPONDINGRESPONDINGRESPONDINGRESPONDING 
 
After viewing the production of Toy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy SymphonyToy Symphony    and witnessing the following: 
 

� Actors playing multiple characters 
� Flashbacks and Roland’s imagination   

 
Students can write an analytical essay that discusses the use of role, space, contrast and symbol in 
relation to the dramatic meaning and language used to achieve the actors’ transition from one character to 
the next and transitions from present time to flashbacks and/or to Roland’s imagination.    
 
They are to communicate their ideas with an informed and justified position, using specific examples from 
the play. Students should consider set design, lighting and sound and how this contributed to the 
believable portrayal of characters and transition of moments/scenes. 
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